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ABSTRACTS

Selected  papers o f  the Thirteenth C onference in Budapest o f  the socialist countries’ library m ethodology
centres:
Library planning tools. Introductory hypotheses and questions for discussion. -  Library planning 
must be based upon the results of economic studies, the experiences of economic policy, sociological 
researches and statistical data. The elimination of the contradictions between the secondary and higher 
levels of cultural policy facilitates the implementation of the plans, [pp. 240-243]

E conom ic considerations in library planning (GYŐRI Erzsébet) -  In Hungary rentability surveys 
were made first in technical, agricultural, medical and economic libraries. The increase in library opera
tional costs and the stagnation or decrease in the budget urgently require a marketing approach public 
library manegement. [pp. 243-244 ]

Statistics and planning (KENYÉRI Katalin) -  Hungarian library statistics cover public, special, 
academic and school libraries. Comparative analysis of data provides a basis for library planning, but 
since the added evaluative explanations may be manipulative, they must only be used with great 
caution, [pp. 244-246 ]

The forecasts o f  reading socio logy (GEREBEN Ferenc -  NAGY Attila). -  On the basis of the past 
years’ sociological surveys it can be concluded that there is a need for a flexible and open library, 
capable of assimilating a wide range of informations, activities and functions which necessarily means 
a differentiation in the role of the librarians, [pp. 246-247 ]

HEGEDŰS Péter -  HUSZÁR Ernőné: Availability o f  core journals in econom ic studies in Hungarian 
libraries. -  The Karl Marx University of Economics examined in 1985 the holdings and the home 
availability of the most important journals in economics. The article provides data on the distribution 
by place of origin, subject and order of importance of more than 1600 core-journals. The availability 
rate (in metropolitan and country libraries) is over 50%. The article also provides data on the perio
dicals holdings of the Central Library of the Karl Marx University of Economics, a firstclass, scientific 
library with a national responsibility, and reference is made to its computer-based co-ordinating 
activities, carried out in the field of the periodicals acquisition for libraries with economic collection 
interest, [pp. 248-257 ]

DÖMÖTÖR Lajosné: A n experim ent at Veszprém: contest o f  literature search for chem ical engineering 
students. -  The contest of literature search, a new form in the training activities of the University of 
Chemical Industry of Veszprém, is announced by the Library for chemical engineering students. 
The contestants collect literature for their graduate theses as well as their worka in the students’ 
scientific circles. The literature search is performed not only in the traditional way by means of printed 
abstract journals but also through online access to international information centres. Hereby they also 
acquire practice and skill in the development of online search strategies and in terminal handling. 
Contestants are spurred on by the prize set and the up-to-date online methods usable for their own 
subjects, [pp. 258-259 ]

RÓNAI Tamás: A bout Hungarian com puterized indexes in the 1980s. -  The article is written about ten 
indexes produced by computerized facilities in Hungary. After a preliminary review of som e general 
features, the indexing services are analyzed according to their contents, usage, format, advantages and 
disadvantages. Hereupon proposals are made in order to determine which index types are the m ost 
appropriate tools for the analysis and retrieval in the various document collections, [pp. 260-277 ]
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The public library -  changing/to be changed. Comment on Ferenc GEREBEN’s article (FERENCZI 
Zsuzsanna). -  Reflections on Ferenc GEREBEN’s paper entitled „The changes of the library-use 
habits in the public libraries” (Könyvtári Figyelő, no. 1. 1986.). The users of public libraries search 
information at different levels decisively for their studies, and beyond these, for their interests, such as 
solving of individual problems, hobby, complementary activities. In the interest of activating the 
potential user groups much attention should be paid to the exploration of users’ needs, the continuous 
and comprehensive exploitation of exiting services and the launching of those which are still miasing. 
Information, reference and readers’ services must be prevented from sinking into various kinds of 
stantial jobs. [pp. 278-281 ]

Concerning core journals! Comment on János MARTON’s article (VILMON Gyuláné), -  Reflections 
on János MARTON’s paper entitled „Subscription to biological core journals in Hungary between 
1974 and 1983,” published in Könyvtári Figyelő (no. 6.1985 and no. 1.1986.). [pp. 282-283 ]

What is national? Response to Vilmon Gyuláné (MARTON János). -  Continuation of the debate on 
the article above, [pp. 284-285 ]

The activities of the Hungarian Council for Librarianship in 1986 (VÂLYI Gábor), -  The Council’s 
plenary session, presidency and secretariat discussed in 1986 the following topics: relations of the 
public collections; their co-operation, library researches; the prestige of the library profession and the 
librarians’ living and working conditions; the situation of the weeding, duplicate management and 
storage library as well as the conditions of the public libraries working in penitentiary institutions. 
In the foreground of the Classification Committee’s activities stood the modernization of the UDC 
and the improvement of the so-called Flexible Musical Classification (FZO), The Stock Preservation 
Committee dealt with the preparation of the conservators’ training, the Education Committee examined 
how to provide library education with books and materials. A committee for interlibrary lending was 
set up. [pp. 286-288 ]

Hie working plan of the Hungarian Council for Librarianship for 1987. [pp. 289-290 ]

1 te activities of . the National Széchényi Library Centre for Library Science and Methodology in 1986 
(SZENTE Ferenc). -  Seven chapters give an account of the Centre’s yearly work. Decision-preparing 
tasks, services, duties in professional supervisions, researches, education-development tasks, organisa
tional and propaganda work, the activities of the Library Science Library and the documentation 
provided by its services. From the decision-preparing works the most important tasks were an investiga
tion carried out in order to assign a social science co-ordination centre and another for natural science, 
the examination of the libraries having national responsibilities and a study based upon the latter 
examination with the view of modifying certain regulations. Beside the bi-weekly published selection 
tool entitled „Uj könyvek” (New books) a number of documents and bibliographies were issued 
helping both acquisition, and literature propaganda. The most important result of the year was the 
establishment of the public library services for the blind and people of impaired vision, based upon 
the introduction of talking book services. Researches on the reading culture of young people aged 
between 15-18, on the reading and book-acquiring habits of the adult population and on the socio
logical survey of the librarian profession are closed. The Library Science Library set up an audio-visual 
section, [pp. 291-301]

The activities of the Council of County Library Directors in 1985-1986 (TAKÁCS Miklós). -  
The Council held two sessions annually in the newly constructed libraries (National Széchényi Library, 
County Librares of Békéscsaba and Szeged, Village Library of Devecser), this solution gave excellent 
opportunities of getting acquainted with these libraries. Among others the various questions of the 
book ?nd library propaganda tasks, the library work concerning video materials, the application of
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informatics in libraries, interlibrary lending, the library manpower situation as well as the services for 
fee have been discussed. One of the sessions was attended by the Deputy Minister of Culture, who 
presented a paper on the timely problems of cultural affairs, [pp. 302-305 ,]

About the activities of the Directors’ Council of the Trade Unions Central Library in 1985-1986. 
(SEREGI István). -  The Directors’ Council held one session a year. As the main directions of the 
development following the tasks were assigned: the numerical increase in the integrated libraries, 
in the places of work, the growth of the rate of libraries employing qualified librarians, a more 
comprehensive collection of the various information-carriers, and an increase in the number of readers’. 
The session approved the resolution on the improvement of the trade unions library network and the 
library services in the places of work adopted by the Central Council of the Hungarian Trade Unions 
in January 1986. In 1986 the tasks arising from the above resolution were discussed by the Council, 
[pp. 306-308 ]

Abroad

SZÖNYI Katalin: Study trip in Spanish libraries, [pp. 309-314 ]

„Browsing” terminal in the Loomshire Library. Based upon the document entitled „How to use 
the Loomshire Library Catalogue”. (Rev.: SZÖLLÖSY Éva) [pp. 315-320 ]

Higher library education in the USA: past, present, future. Review based upon the articles of Special 
Libraries and Library Trends (1986, no. 4). (Abstracts: ORBÁN Éva.) [pp. 321-324 ]

SEBESTYÉN György: Main institutions and bodies of social science information in the USA.
[pp. 325-329]

IFLA news. -  Based upon the articles of no 4. 1986. IFLA Journal. (Rev.: PAPP István.)
[pp. 330-331]

Reviews

A Fővárosi Szabó Ervin Könyvtár Évkönyve, XX. 1981-1982. (Year book of the Metropolitan Ernő 
Szabó Library, 20th, 1981-1982.) Ed. Gál Györgyné. Budapest, FSZEK, 1985. 104, ХП p. (A Fő
városi Könyvtár Évkönyve 32.) (Rev.: KORNYEY Lászlóné.) [pp. 332-333]

Networking in terminology. International co-operation in terminology work. Second Inforterm 
Symposium. (Munnich, [etc], Saur, 1986,644 p. (Rev.: SEBESTYÉN György) [pp. 334-336]


